Closet Organizer

SELECTION GUIDE

Find solutions that fit your closet ...and your lifestyle.
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Cascading Tie Organizer
Store 12 ties, scarves, or belts in a small footprint on our 12-hook cascading tie organizer. Its narrow vertical design works great on the face of a closet casing or for tight spaces like behind a door.

Puck Light
Illuminate shelves and cubbies with one of our illumaLED™ puck light options. Beautiful, functional lighting can take your closet to the next level.

Closet Rod
Our quality closet rods are durable and easy to install. Round, oval, and lighted options are available.

Shoe Fence
Our shoe fences keep footwear or other items on display while preventing them from sliding off of angled shelves.

Pullout Tie Rack
With our pullout tie rack, a large selection of ties can be quickly accessed then easily stowed away. This is a much neater solution than piling ties into a drawer.

Pullout Pant Rack
Our pullout pant rack provides a quick and wrinkle-free way to store multiple pairs of pants in a compact footprint.

Cabinet Knobs and Pulls
We produce a variety of high-quality cabinet knobs and pulls to suit any style.

MAXIMIZE YOUR SPACE
Get the most out of your closet with our clever products.

**Wardrobe Lift**
Increase your closet capacity by utilizing the overhang space with a wardrobe lift. One pull of the adjustable handle brings your overhead clothing within reach. An integrated hydraulic system ensures smooth lowering.

**Lighted Closet Rod Fixture**
Illuminate your morning routine by making it easier to see and select the perfect outfit with our innovative lighted rods.

**Pullout Belt Rack**
Our pullout belt rack makes belt storage a breeze. This rack keeps multiple belts readily accessible.

**Jewelry Tray**
These felt-lined trays are a stylish way to organize your accessories in a drawer.

www.HardwareResources.com
**Folded Clothes**

**Pullout Baskets:** These removable heavy-duty wire baskets neatly hold a variety of items. Two optional liners are available: washable fitted canvas and flat plastic sized to fit basket bottoms.

*Finishes: Chrome, Satin Nickel, Dark Bronze*

**Laundry**

**Pullout Hamper:**
This white plastic bin with a chrome wire pullout contains laundry items and allows them to be easily transported. When not in use, it slides out of view.

*Size: Fits 24” x 14” spaces*

*ALSO AVAILABLE:* Pullout Canvas Hamper with 19” tall removable nylon bag

*Size: Fits 18” x 14” or 24” x 18” spaces*

**Jewelry**

**Jewelry Trays:** These felt-lined trays are a stylish way to organize multiple accessories.

*Configurations: 4” w/ 5 compartments 2” w/ 10 compartments*

*Colors: Grey and Black*
14” Tie Rack: This pullout rack has 18 hooks that are perfect for organizing ties and scarves.
Finishes: Dark Bronze, Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome

11” Fixed Mount Rack: This versatile rack can be used to store necklaces, scarves, belts, ties, and more.
Available with 6 or 12 slip-resistant hooks.
Finishes: Brushed Oil Rubbed Bronze, Polished Chrome

14” Belt Rack: This pullout rack has 6 double hooks to hold an array of belts.
Finishes: Dark Bronze, Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome

Shoe Fence: This heavy-duty steel railing secures footwear and other items in an organized fashion.
Widths: 17”, 23”, and 29”
Finishes: Dark Bronze, Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome

Pullout Pant Rack: This rack provides convenient, wrinkle-free storage for multiple pairs of pants.
Widths: 18”, 24”, and 30”
Finishes: Dark Bronze, Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome

View these products and more at www.HardwareResources.com
Get the most out of every square foot with our space-saving products.

**Hanging Clothes**

**Wardrobe Lift:** One pull of the adjustable handle brings your overhead clothing within reach. An integrated hydraulic system ensures smooth lowering. Soft-close is available. The wardrobe lift’s heavy-duty construction holds 45 lbs of garments.

*Closet Widths: 25-1/2” – 35” or 33” – 48”*

*Finishes: Chrome with Silver, Black*

**Telescoping Valet Rod:** This pullout rod in a polished chrome finish allows you to set aside items for the next day.

**Laundry Valet:**

This valet adjusts to four positions to allow for air drying garments or compact storage.

*Finishes: Polished Chrome, Satin Nickel, Brushed Oil Rubbed Bronze*

**Closet Rods - Oval, and Lighted Round**

**Oval Closet Rod:** These rods provide sturdy support for hanging items. Round rods are also available.

*Finishes: Chrome, Dark Bronze, Satin Nickel*

**Lighted Closet Rod Fixture:** LED lighting integrated into a round closet rod provides a helpful glow to your space.

*Finishes: Black, White, Bronze, Satin Nickel*

*Temperatures: Warm White, Soft White, Cool White, Daylight White*
Elevate your closet design with our selection of beautiful and practical lighting solutions.

**Lighting Accessories**

**Pearl Series Puck Lights:**
These illumaLED™ puck lights can be recess or surface mounted. They include diamond & frosted lenses.
Temperatures: Warm White, Soft White, Cool White, Daylight White

**Vivid Professional-Grade Wireless LED Lighting Kit:**
This UL listed 16 ft. Tape Light Kit provides high light output.
Temperatures: Warm White, Soft White, Cool White, Daylight White

**Recessed Strip Light Fixture:**
The sempriaLED™ R Series blends seamlessly into your design while providing dimmable light.
Temperatures: Warm White, Soft White, Cool White, Daylight White

**Available Finishes:**
- Brushed Aluminum
- White
- Black
- Bronze

**2700K - Warm White**
**3000K - Soft White**
**4000K - Cool White**
**5000K - Daylight White**

*TandemLED™ Lighting is easily tunable from Warm White to Daylight White and all shades of white in between.*

*TandemLED™ Tunable White Smart Home Ready Lighting Kit:* This innovative solution enables you to customize the ambiance of your space with the touch of a button or the sound of your voice.

View these products and more at [www.TaskLighting.com](http://www.TaskLighting.com)
**Beautiful Knobs and Pulls**

Add functionality and also a bit of style to your closet drawers with knobs and pulls. For over 20 years, Hardware Resources has provided the decorative finishing touches with our flagship brands Jeffrey Alexander and Elements.

- Over 100 beautiful knob and pull collections to choose from
- Various size, finish and price point options to satisfy most every desire
- Lifetime warranty on all of our knobs and pulls

**Decorative Hooks**

Add additional organization with decorative hooks from Elements.

- Tested to hold up to 35 lbs
- Finishes match our cabinet knobs and pulls
- Lifetime Warranty

Browse our collection of decorative hooks on our website.